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Printable timeline template

The project timeline is a visual presentation that helps companies communicate milestones, necessary resources and dependencies as part of a project management strategy. This timeline should be created as part of a larger project scope planning process, which also consists of
developing a work statement, a structure of group breakdown and a formal list of available data. Once the timeline is set, you want to manage your project with a tool that is easy to set and very visual, giving both the team and stakeholders the opportunity to see the situation at a glance.
Monday offers intuitive project proposals as well as adjustment options for all types of business projects. Sign up for a free, 30-day trial today. Visit Monday's Free Project Scope Document Template Download and PDF | Word | Google Doc timelines can vary greatly depending on the
complexity, resources, and time frame. However, most project scope documents can be created using the main steps described here, starting with the first: creating a project scope statement. This document will be the backbone of the project timeline. We have created a free project scope
template that can be downloaded to help you build the foundation for a timeline that can then be customized based on business needs. Here are five steps to create a project timeline: 1. Create a project scope statement Creating an effective project timeline starting by setting boundaries
with a strong project scope statement. This document will help sell the project to stakeholders, maintain the scope of the site and ensure that the team cooperates. The elements of the declaration may vary by project or business and generally include objectives, description, rationale,
supplies, acceptable criteria, limits and assumptions. To create this project statement, you'll need to do the following: Include the Task Force The group should meet to discuss the project in general, identify and determine its main results. Then, the team in the hierarchy should read
subdeliverable, activities, and tasks with a whiteboard or sticky notes. Finally, each member of the team should consider their work on the project and what, if anything, might be missing. Definition of business and project objectives Business and project objectives are short statements at a
high level related to objectives. The business objective should be to achieve the larger objectives of the undertakings identified as part of the overall business strategy. An example of a business goal may be: reduce customer increase by 5% and increase new business by 15% in 2019. The
aim of the project is the objective that the project is expected to achieve. This should be tied to business objectives by helping to move the company towards those objectives. For example, you've found that you need CRM to effectively sell and service customers, help reduce torn up and
increase new businesses. Your project goal may be: Implement CRM with all personnel trained by the third quarter of 2019. Scope statements using the Fit Small Business project scope template When considering goals, it is good to use the SMART method. This means specific, skilled,
inhod them, relevant and time-based. For instructions and inspiration, see our article on the 20 best examples of smart goals. Write a brief description A description of the outline of the delivered project and defines the boundaries. In other words, what is in scale and what is out of the scope.
This ensures that all members of the internal task force understand the boundaries and all external (e.g. stakeholders) know whether their requirements do not fall within the scope (and will therefore have to be approved). Using crm execution case: Scope: Implement CRM to manage
contacts for services and sales Create basic production and service pipelines Train group members Out of scope: This will not include the content of the email campaign and the settings Will not include internal communication automation (e.g. lead routing) Case description using the Fit
Small Business Project Scope Define Criteria Template These are requirements and conditions which must be fulfilled before the project can be accepted. It is a list of specific criteria which prove to the contracting authority (the owner of the company, the stakeholder and so on) that the work
is finished. For the internal implementation of CRM, these conditions may look like this: Testing of quality assurance in the sandbox and in the CRM live environment has been completed and checked out by the project manager. All employees have downloaded the CRM vendor certificate.
Example of a criteria for acceptance with a Project Fit Small Business project scope template Recognize restriction restrictions is a restriction or risk that may affect the project. Primary constraints are time, scope, and cost. These are linked in such a way that the way in which one area is
affected by the impact on the other – and results in a poorer outcome. If you only use internal resources for a CRM project, your restrictions can be group resources: The sales group is very busy with sales and will need to turn CRM testing into its schedules. Example of restrictions with the
Fit Small Business 2 project scope template. Create a breakdown structure work Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) is a hierarchical map of all things that need to be done, a breakdown of a major project into smaller sections that can be managed. It is usually represented in the
organizational structure of the chart. It shows an objective view of the work, skills and resources needed to complete the project. Creating WBS reduces the chance to forget to step in a project or add something that is out of range. The aim of the creation of WBS is to provide a meticulously
planned all work necessary to achieve the objectives of the project. To do this, you can take a list of deliverables and sub-subparts from the brainstorming session used to create a project scope statement and a bulk breakdown of work. main components and subsed as the next part and
assign percentages of work. The WBS example looks like this: To ensure that you have properly accounted for subparts, you will want to do the following: Defining work packages According to projectmanagement.com is the work package the effort required to make available within the
project. This is the smallest unit of work in the WBS. Work packages are usually owned by one person, include work definition, start and end dates, required resources, and estimated costs. Each work package will then be allocated a percentage based on its impact on project volume in
terms of budget and time, totaling up to 100%. For example, the main component of the project is the completion of the plumbing work. However, this task relies on several sub-sections. Therefore, working packages would be things like rough in the aqueduct, setting anchorages and
borders, and testing the system. Work packages Picture of polite work Breakdown structure The owner of the work package will then be responsible for reporting progress to the project manager when the project is underway, and must have a specific result or delivered. Work packages are
further degraded into tasks or activities. These are actual hit (e.g. Add users to CRM) that combine to complete work packages. Work packages are defined by following these steps: Step 1: Creating a list of required tasks is single actions or work units that need to be achieved in a project.
There are tasks in work packages that help the project inch toward the finish line. Each work package will have at least one task and possibly multiple tasks. Each task should specify start and end dates, budgets, and resources. Step 2: Resource Recognition Resources are people, money,
equipment, facilities or anything necessary to complete the project. Each of your activities will have allocations. For people, define the skills you need for each task. Once you've identified your team, check their availability. Their project tasks will have to be carried out in normal jobs. If you
employ outside people, these funds will have to be pre-planned. Step 3: Estimate the time for tasks As you are in the to-do list, you will need to know how long each of the one will take. Consider the resources you've assigned to it, and then work with your team to make up your grade. If you
and your team are unsure about time estimates, you're going to get help from someone from outside who's done this type of work. Structure breakdown work Picture polite work Breakdown of the structure For the software company to manage projects on Monday, resource management,
such as group workload, is important as monitoring tasks. Their software makes it easy to manage due to a very visual, intuitive interface, features such as project management drag and drop, and lots of customization options. Announced Today, a 30-day trial is free. Visit Monday Assign
percentage of project after deliverable Each WBS task should be given a percentage based on its impact on the overall project in terms of time or resources, which adds up to 100%. This is known as the 100% rule, and the project manager knows that all the work is assessed and
accounted for. Start with larger deliverables. For example, if the project is to build a house, wbs percent breakdown of the project can look like this: Internal = 45.60% + Foundation = 24% + External = 30,40% = 100% Then repeat this procedure for the main components and sub-
components of each main deliverable using the same methodology. For example, in the Foundation section, assign the main component, Excavate, 18.2%, with sub-work elements defined as 7.9% and 10.3%. These sub-sub-submissives that gather together will be equal to 18,2 %. This
continues downhill until all the main components and sub-sub-subparts are accounted for. Example of breakdown part Level 2 Delivery 3. Specify dependency Dependencies are tasks that cannot be started until another task is completed. When you made coffee, you relied on simple but
crucial choral addictions this morning – you needed a grinding mill to get the beans in a deceptive form and filter into what you dumped your ground beans into. The beans depended on the grinder. The filter depended on the ground beans. The finished product depended on the addition of
water. The most common dependency relationship is the end run, where the first task must be completed before the second one starts. However, there are four common dependencies on tasks. Next: Finish to Start: First task must be completed before the second run starts: The first task
must start before the second task can finish Finish to finish: The second task cannot end before the first task ends Start: The second task does not start until the first task starts 4. Identify milestones &amp; critical path milestones are time points that symbolize key events that indicate project
progress toward the goal and are a key component of the project timeline. They are the most important events of your project, but they have no duration. Think of them as flashing lights that say you've reached the main point in the project. Some examples of milestones that may be included
in the timeline: Key deliveries internally or for your Stakeholder Approvals or Client Achievement of Key Performance Indicator (KPI) Important Meetings Start and end dates for critical path phases is a sequence of tasks that, if delayed, will affect your ability to reach milestones or deliver



deliveries under a specific project plan. It is important to set a critical path on the project timeline so that all stakeholders know which tasks allow for the least amount of time and who is responsible for completion, so that work is a priority. Here are the basic steps for identifying critical and
how milestones can be used. Specify all tasks needed to complete a project Estimate the time it will take to complete each task List of all dependencies: which tasks must happen before others can start project Milestone List Find the shortest path it will take to complete the project. This,
combined with milestones, will also help you understand how much delay or compensation for late due dates you have included in your project timeline. Too much restraint, and you run the risk that your project will be derioritized by your teammates. Too much and you run the risk of
upsetting the customer or other stakeholders because they are missing key supplies. 5. Graphically display the project timeline After you have identified the scope of the project, the deliverables and the structure of the work breakdown, it is time to put it all together in graphical form. This
ensures that information such as milestones and critical paths are easily communicated to the stakeholders of the project. This visual presentation of the project timeline is usually separate from the project scope document, so it's easy to update and share when the project is in the process.
The most popular way to see a project timeline is using a Gantt chart that uses color bars to show the project schedule. Tasks are displayed on the vertical axis, and time is represented on the horizontal axis. The two most commonly used applications to create a project timeline template
are Microsoft Excel and Google Sheets. There are other third-party software companies offering templates. Create a timeline of Excel Project Microsoft Excel has long been the standard for business applications and although it is a powerful tool, it can be tricky to use. Also, because it's not
online, it's not so nice to cooperate. These reasers are almost limitless. Whether you want to create one from scratch or download any number of free, customizable templates, there are dozens of options online. The basic timeline of a project in Excel Courtesy Microsoft.com Using Google
Sheets for fit small business timeline uses Google Suite (Google Workspace) productivity web applications because they are highly collaborative and a little less technically promising than Microsoft's offerings. You can also create a gantt-style project timeline in free Google sheets. Here are
some additional advantages for using Google project timeline sheets: team members can update the timeline in real time Everyone has access to the latest version changes are automatically saved and display change history Changes at the moment of the update across the web and all
devices Project Timeline for Google sheets. Picture courtesy Smartsheet.com Use project timeline templates While each project is different in terms of tasks required to complete it, available resources and full schedule, it is possible to download templates for use in a tool such as Excel that
will help you However, the project management tool on Monday also offers a template for the project timeline when you sign up and because it is cloud-based, it is easy for anyone involved in the project to see the situation in real time without the need for constant email updates. Bottom
Line: How to create a project timeline Creating a Project Timeline is critical for the teams that manage the project, especially for those projects that are distributed over several weeks or months. The timeline consists of a thorough statement of the scope of the project and a detailed structure
of the breakdown of the work to ensure that all required work is defined and accounted for. After identifying dependencies and milestones, you'll be ready to select a project timeline template. Choosing the right tool to create a project timeline is as important as deciding which team member
does any tasks. Monday's project management software is very visual and intuitive. They have dozens of premature project templates for different business applications, and you can customize your own. Sign up for a free, 30-day trial today. Visit Monday Monday
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